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ABSTRACT 

 

Developed between 1979 and 1981, Dos Santos Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors began commercial operation in 

1983. Since then some 150 systems have gone into successful operation throughout the world with most still in 

productive operation many years later. They have been successful with many, varied bulk materials from light, 

friable wood chips and grains to heavy, coarse copper and iron ores. Throughput rates have varied widely, from 272 

kgs/hr to 6000 t/h. Conveying angles have varied from 30 degrees to 90 degrees (vertical). Indeed 35% of the 

installations elevate the bulk continuously vertically. These characteristics make the system ideal for haulage from 

underground, particularly at tunneling projects where the excavated muck must be elevated within the tight spaces of 

an access vault or shaft from the underground tunnel to the surface. Though there have been successes over the years 

in the tunneling industry the use of Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors did not grow dramatically to a position of 

dominance. 

 

Muck disposal from the largest TBMs (Tunnel Boring Machines) is now predominantly by conventional trailing 

conveyors. The large continuous volumes must be elevated to the surface then conveyed and discharged at a holding 

area, to be removed to permanent fill locations. For high volumetric rates, the elevating systems to the surface have 

been pocket belts and sandwich belt high angle and vertical conveyors. The simplicity of the pocket belts, hanging 

vertically between the lower and upper terminals has been compelling. They have the disadvantage however, of 

great difficulty in fully discharging the muck from the pockets. The sandwich belt systems on the other hand suffer 

the perceived complexity of equipment; idler rolls that must be accessed and occasionally replaced throughout the 

beltline. The resounding advantage however, is that sandwich belt high angle conveyors use conventional smooth 

surfaced belts that discharge the material completely as they can be scraped clean. The very sticky muck to be 

excavated at the Paris Metro Extension project led the client to specify the exclusive use of sandwich belt high angle 

conveyors for their vertical continuous haulage requirements. There is a recurrence of other tunneling projects 

specifying the exclusive use of Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors for the same reason, very wet and sticky 

materials. The present writing retraces the Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyor milestones in vertical haulage, then 

describes how Dos Santos International provided two (2) DSI GPS sandwich belt high angle conveyors for the Paris 

Metro expansion and how they solved the daunting challenges of handling the sticky muck. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

What Are Dos Santos Sandwich Belt High Angle Conveyors? 

 

This article deals predominantly with the Dos Santos Sandwich Belt High Angle Conveyors, a technology 

developed by this writer nearly 40 years ago.  The first commercial installation went into operation in Wyoming, 

USA in 1984.  This is to clarify that when referring to Dos Santos Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyor systems in 

this writing I am referring to the work of J. A. Dos Santos since 1979 while at the various companies of 

employment: 

• Dravo Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA USA (1975-1982): During the period 1979-1981, under a US Bureau of 

Mines study; the writer developed the sandwich belt high angle conveyor technology, rationalized in the 

conventional conveyor technology. This also produced the landmark publication “Evolution of Sandwich 
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Where:  µ = µm or µ = µb, whichever is smaller 

 

Dos Santos Sandwich Belt High Angle Conveyors 
 

When investigated anew in the late 1970s, it was clear that the sandwich belt concept offered the greatest potential 

for a cost effective, operationally appropriate high angle conveying system to address the broad needs of the mining 

and bulk materials handling industries. 

 

Following the extensive study of past sandwich belt conveyors, the governing theory and constraints, and 

development of the governing design criteria, a broader scope effort was undertaken in 1982 to develop the first 

sandwich belt high angle conveyor to meet these needs. The resulting Dos Santos Sandwich Belt high angle 

conveyors are truly evolutionary in judiciously selecting and advancing desirable features while avoiding the pitfalls 

of the past. They conform entirely to the governing theory, to the constraint equations and to the development 

criteria. 

 

These Sandwich-Belts fulfill all established operational requirements. The profiles can conform to a wide variety of 

applications. 

 

Advantages of Sandwich Belts 

 

Dos Santos Sandwich Belt high angle conveyors offer many advantages over other systems including: 

• Simplicity of Approach: The use of all conventional conveyor hardware, for very high availability and low 

maintenance costs 

• Virtually Unlimited in Capacity: The use of all conventional conveyor components permits high conveying 

speeds. Available belts and hardware up to 3000 mm wide make possible capacities greater than 10000 t/h. 

• High Lifts and High Conveying Angles: High lifts to 300 m are possible with standard fabric reinforced 

belts. Much higher single run lifts are possible with steel cord or aramid fiber belts. High angles up to 90 

degrees are possible. 

• Flexibility in Planning and in Operation: Dos Santos Sandwich-Belts lend themselves to multi-flight 

conveying systems with self-contained units or to single run systems using externally anchored high angle 

conveyors. A system may be shortened or lengthened or the angle may be altered for the requirements of a 

new location. 

• Belts are Easily Cleaned and Quickly Repaired: Smooth surfaced rubber belts allow continuous cleaning by 

belt scrapers or plows. Smooth surfaced belts present no obstruction to quick repair by hot or cold 

vulcanizing. 

• Spillage Free Operation: During operation the material is contained within the belt sandwich from loading 

to discharge. Well centered loading and ample belt edge distance result in no spillage along the conveyor 

length. 

  

Select Sandwich-Belt Installations 

 

Dos Santos Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors are well established in the industry with the first commercial unit 

beginning operation in 1984. Since then more than 100 units have gone into operation throughout the world. Table 1 

lists only select installations that make the distinct case for vertical continuous haulage from construction and 

tunneling projects. 

 

Table 1.  Select Sandwich-Belt High Angle Conveyor Installations 

DS # Location Material/ 

Rate (t/h) 

Ang 

(º) 

Elev 

(m) 

Lgth 

(m) 

Width 

(mm) 

Speed 

(m/s) 

Top/Bott 

(kW) 

Year 

005 Construction/ 

Los Angeles, CA, USA 

Excav. Earth/ 

272   

90 32.3 42.5 

 

914 1.6 22.4/ 

22.4 

1988 

009 Coal Prep/ 

West VA, USA 

Clean Coal/ 

762 

90 76.2 90.2 1372 2.79 112/ 

112 

1991 

024 UG Gypsum Mine/ 

New York, USA 

Gypsum Rock/ 

363 

90 36.6 48.5 

 

1067 1.52 37.3/ 

37.3 

1992 
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030 UG Coal Mine/ 

Illinois, USA 

Raw Coal/ 

1361 

90 104 115 1524 4.57 298/ 

298 

1993 

037 Tunneling/ 

Illinois, USA 

TBM Muck/ 

1266 

90 70 8308 1372 3.56 186/ 

186 

1993 

098 Refinery/ 

Muzkiz, Spain 

Pet Coke/ 

475 

90 21.2 32.3 1400 3.5 45/ 

45 

2012 

108 Tunneling/ 

Paris, France 

TBM Muck/ 

800 

90 

 

24.6 

 

33.5 1400 3.0 75/ 

75 

2018 

109 Tunneling/ 

Paris, France 

TBM Muck/ 

800 

90 26.3 35.2 1400 3.0 

 

75/ 

75 

2018 

 

The select installations of table 1 are not all in the construction industry but each makes its case in different ways. 

 

Indeed,  DS 005 was the first commercial Dos Santos Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyor for construction and it 

was the first vertical installation. The system was part of the Los Angeles metro expansion of the late 1980s. It was 

located downtown at the corner of 7
th

 and Flower Streets. The excavation in this area was an open cut with timber 

lagging on steel beams to support the busy city street above while excavation proceeded below. Material movement 

was by load-and-carry with front end loaders to a grizzly covered hopper. The hopper loaded the tail of the high 

angle conveyor through a vibratory feeder. The high angle conveyor elevated the excavated earth continuously from 

under the street to a truck loading bin above. Though it was designed to load directly into the bin, for reasons of 

truck access and traffic flow, a connecting conveyor was added in order locate the bin further away from the 

intersection of the two busy streets. The surge capacities of the hopper below and the bin above allowed independent 

discontinuous excavation and truck loading without interrupting the 

continuous elevating of the high angle conveyor. The system was 

designed to begin operation during the early excavation, requiring 

only 25 meters of lift. Then it was extended down as the depth 

increased, in 1.219 meter increments until reaching the design 

maximum depth and the corresponding design lift of 32.3 meters. 

 

Valuable lessons learned during this early project included: 

• Though the project was of short duration the duty was 

harsh 

• Oversized material consisting of large rocks and large 

clumps easily passed through the hopper’s grizzly which 

consisted of parallel 51mm wide bars spaced at 203mm 

• Such material was too large for the 914mm belt width and 

corresponding equipment 

• Though not detected by the layman, continuity of hugging 

lapse along the vertically straight elevating section 

prompted a review and revision of the continuity of 

hugging criteria 

 

Though the system completed its task successfully, we decided that future Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors for 

such projects would use wider belts (not less than 1200mm belt width), thicker damage resistant wear covers and 

rubber disc center rolls at idlers to soften the indents of the large lumps as they travel along the transition curves.  

 

Though elevating coal to a silo, DS 009 is cited for its significant lift of 76 meters during the early development.  

Additionally this system featured a modularized intermediate structure with independent channel stringer tables that 

were anchored to the wall of the silo. The belt sandwich passed through these with all belt tension anchored at the 

lower and upper end terminals. 

 

DS 024 elevated crushed rock from an underground gypsum mine. It replaced the then existing underground transfer 

conveyor and elevating bucket elevator which had always been high maintenance and unreliable. It was the first 

vertical Sandwich-Belt system to elevate primary crushed rock from underground. The crushed rock was transferred 

Figure 2. DS 005 represents two firsts in 

one Sandwich Conveyor; first vertical and 

first in a construction project. 
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by a reciprocating feeder to the tail of the high angle conveyor. From there it was elevated to the surface without any 

additional transfer. 

 

As with DS 009, DS 030 set a milestone, the highest vertical lift at 104 meters. This single 1524mm belt width 

Sandwich system replaced the then existing twin pocket belts, each of 1524mm belt width which together could not 

accomplish the design rate. 

 

DS 037 was the first Sandwich-Belt installation to elevate tunnel muck from a TBM (tunnel boring machine). This 

was part of the Chicago TARP (Tunnel and Reservoir Plan) project. The entire excavating and muck haulage system 

consisted of the TBM, a trailing conveyor below ground, the vertical Sandwich-Belt conveyor system to lift the 

material to the surface and finally a transfer and stacking system consisting of a grasshopper conveyor and radial 

stacker. As with subsequent systems the major equipment (drives and take-up systems) was located on the surface, 

at the head end so it could be easily accessed and serviced. Only the intermediate structure and tail pulleys were 

located underground. Additionally the intermediate structure served as the support and guidance for the trailing 

conveyor’s return belt strands that were elevated to its belt storage unit located on the surface, 70 meters above. 

 

DS 098 was the predecessor to the Paris units utilizing the same belt width and similar equipment though the 

material and operating conditions were not quite as harsh. Like the others it demonstrated successful vertical 

conveying. 

 

SANDWICH-BELT HIGH ANGLE CONVEYORS THE CHOSEN SOLUTION AT PARIS METRO 

EXPANSION   

 

From the first Sandwich-Belt application at a TBM (DS 037) in 1993, many years passed before the next.  In 1997, 

the writer founded Dos Santos International and continued to offer the Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors. 

Continental Conveyor of Winfield, Alabama continued to offer their Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors as well. 

Though they were of my invention, from July of 1997 they were no longer engineered under my direction. In 2005, 

Continental was finally successful in supplying three vertical Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyor units for the 

construction at the London Heathrow airport, and in 2006 (23 years after DS 037) Continental supplied two 

Sandwich-Belt units to elevate muck from a TBM project in London. There may have been some others since that 

were not as well publicized, but throughout this entire time pocket belt systems dominated the duties of elevating 

tunnel muck from the TBMs to the surface.  

 

The Paris Metro expansion project finally acknowledged the distinct advantage of Sandwich-Belt high angle 

conveyors and specified them exclusively. That advantage is the ability to handle and fully discharge very wet and 

sticky material. This is because the smooth surfaced rubber belts can be continuously scraped clean. This advantage 

had long been demonstrated in the many Dos Santos Sandwich-Belt installations in other industries, particularly in 

municipal waste where many units elevated municipal sludge, sludge and sawdust mix, and some industrial sludges. 

Nearly all of these installations conveyed the sticky material vertically. By contrast, the tunneling industry had 

 
 

Figure 3. DS 108 depiction and technical summary 
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continued to struggle with handling tunnel muck at their pocket belt elevating systems. The pocket belt required at 

its discharge end a long overlap distance with the surface receiving conveyor and a series of eccentric rolls that beat 

the back of the pocket belt in order to dislodge caked material from the pockets and onto the outgoing conveyor 

below. 

 

Figures 3 and 4 provide a depiction and technical summary for each of the two Dos Santos units supplied thus far at 

the Paris Metro expansion. These units share a common basic design but there are minor differences. For the 

common design rate of 800 t/h, the belt width is 1400mm and the belt speed is 3 m/s. This belt width is also 

compatible with the specified material size which it has handled very nicely. 

 

The Belt Line and Material Flow Path 
 

By following the carrying path from loading at the bottom to discharge at the top it can be seen that the bulk 

material loads onto the troughed bottom belt before it enters the sandwich. From the loading point, the bottom belt 

with the bulk material travels into the sandwich that is formed when it is joined by the top belt.  At this point and 

beyond, the bottom belt, now in suspension, urges itself and material up against the top belt which is supported 

against closely spaced inverted troughing idlers. The bottom belt with material is urged upward by a radial load 

which is due to the belt tension and the curved profile according to the equation P radial=Tension/Radius of the 

curve. This radial load must overcome the lineal weight of the bottom belt and conveyed material and must 

additionally provide the needed hugging pressure to develop the internal friction that will resist the gravitational 

slide back forces. In this way, the bulk travels from the sandwich entrance through the lower transition curve to the 

start of the vertical profile. Along the straight vertical profile the needed hugging pressure is provided by the GPS 

sections. Each GPS section consists of two equalized idler like assemblies of four equalized rolls so that all eight 

rolls are equalized. The equalized idler-like assemblies at the right are positioned between the troughing idlers at the 

left and they urge the outer (right side) belt with material against the inner (left side) belt with a calculated pressure 

that is provided by a compression spring. Continuity of hugging without lapse is achieved by close spacing of the 

fully equalized idler rolls which have no preferred orientation and follow perfectly the arbitrary topography of the 

material surface at the outer (right side) belt. As with the radial load, the hugging pressure must be sufficient to 

develop the needed internal friction that will resist the gravitational slide back forces. Beyond the straight profile, 

the belt sandwich with material travels through a short transition curve, a point of curvature reversal, then through 

another transition curve to discharge. Through the transition curves, as with the lower curve, the outer belt radially 

urges itself with the bulk up against the inner curve which is supported by closely spaced troughing idlers. At the 

discharge point the bottom belt is deflected over its head/drive pulley and the material is released into the discharge 

chute. The top belt travels a little further to its head/drive pulley. Both belts return independently through their take-

up paths then to their respective tail pulleys.     

 

  

 
 

Figure 4. DS 109 depiction and technical summary 
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Equipment Summary 

 

In anticipation of the larger material, the belts are armored with 10mm thick carrying covers of Grade 1 rubber, the 

best resistant grade against wear, impact and cutting. Additionally, along the transition curves all CEMA D6 idlers 

have rubber disc center rolls and steel wing rolls. The rubber disc center rolls soften the ride of the larger lumps as 

they are urged radially by the outer belt against the inner belt. All pulleys are rubber lagged; plain at non-drive 

pulleys and diamond grooved for traction at the head drive pulleys. The non-drive pulleys are also crowned. The 

combination of lagging and crowning promotes good belt alignment. The lagging is also softer and more forgiving 

on those occasions when material enters the pinch between the belt and the pulley face. Both belts are driven equally 

by shaft mounted drives at the head/discharge pulleys. Driving both belts shares the drive tension equally and 

facilitates better belt alignment than driving only one belt while the other merely follows. Variable frequency control 

at both drives facilitates the equal load sharing, provides soft starts, and allows variation of the belt speed as may be 

deemed appropriate in response to the actual material and flow characteristics. Tension control is by near constant 

pressure hydraulics. A tensioning cylinder at each belt pulls on the take-up pulley carriage and operates within a 

narrow band of hydraulic pressure, pumping at the lower operating limit and stopping at the higher operating limit.     

 

Arrangement and Structure 

 

The common design is for the current requirements and for the long term. Because tunneling and construction 

projects tend to be of short duration, lasting several years at most and typically less than two years, it is difficult to 

justify the cost of custom, dedicated equipment. It was thus important that we provide a common design that would 

address the current requirements and the requirements of future projects. Accordingly, we designed the system to 

easily decrease or increase the vertical lift, to a possible low of 19.6 meters and a possible high of 43 meters. This 

can be done by subtracting or adding vertical structure (and belt length) in lengths that are multiples of 1676mm, the 

length coverage of each GPS (Gently Pressed Sandwich) hugging pressure module. Thus the system and equipment 

must be designed for the maximum lift. To facilitate the extension and contraction, the system is modular with most 

equipment on the surface for easy access and service. The intermediate structure is of simple parallel channel 

sections and hangs down freely, suspended from the head end. At the bottom, the loading station and approach 

structure is supported at the loading end (left side) on grade and at the vertical (right side) by the hanging 

intermediate structure. Strategic bolted splice points along the vertical facilitate the adding and subtracting of 

vertical structure as required for each subsequent installation. With this arrangement and structure the lower loading 

section and vertical intermediate sections are kept simple with most vital equipment located at the head end. 

 

The Differences 

 

Though having the same common design the units differ slightly in adaptation to their respective requirements. DS 

108 required less vertical lift by 1676mm, the length of one GPS section. 

 

DS 109 had a different requirement 

related to the TBM’s initial development. 

During the initial excavation, a temporary 

trailing conveyor was used. It was aligned 

along the tunnel’s center so that the 

discharge from this conveyor was located 

over the return of the top belt. For this a 

loading table with impact idlers and 

loading skirts was designed for the return 

of the top belt. Thus the muck could be 

conveyed back to the loading area of the 

bottom belt. Once onto the bottom belt, 

the muck reverses direction and travels 

into the belt sandwich then on to the 

discharge at the top. Figure 5 shows 

loading of the top return belt during the 

initial tunnel development. It is especially 

convenient that with VFD control of the 

Figure 5. Sketch and photo of muck 

loading onto the return top belt 

during initial tunnel development 
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drives during this early development the Dos Santos Sandwich-Belt could be run at a reduced speed mitigating the 

effects of the sudden reversal of the material flow. This feature was only used at DS 109 but it is available at either 

unit when needed in a future installation. 

 

Early Operation, Adjustments       

 

The Paris Metro Expansion is well vindicated in their exclusive specification of the Sandwich-Belt high angle 

conveyors for the muck elevating duties. It is not to be construed that operation went smoothly immediately. This is 

not at all the case. We knew the muck would be sticky but no one anticipated how wet and sticky. Indeed it is 

baffling that such material is the foundation for Paris-the iconic City of Lights. 

 

Project specifications did not provide sufficient guidelines to cope with the material found. I must conclude that no 

one was prepared, including those who supplied conventional conveyors for the project. The muck could best be 

described as goop or very wet goop. Figure 6 illustrates the muck. When stacked at the surface containments the 

muck becomes submerged under the water that was conveyed with it. At the third frame of Figure 6, muck thrown at 

the underside of the top belt drive base stayed there. 

 

Flow through the chutework dragged or plugged. Ironically, more water was sprayed on the material to keep it 

moving. Chute covers were removed to allow water spray with hoses. The original supply included a profiled 

deflector plate as is common to guide the discharge. This too became an obstacle and was replaced with a hanging 

chain curtain. The flailing motion of the latter made it self-cleaning. Figure 7 shows the deflector plate and its 

removal then the chain curtain that replaced it. 

 

Figure 6. From left: TBM muck; muck stacked in containment at surface; muck stuck to underside of drive base; 

chute covers removed to allow water spraying 

Figure 7. From left: profiled deflector in place; then removed; new hanging chain curtain; chain curtain in 

operation. 
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Figure 8 shows the muck flowing in a water bath as it approaches the vertical Sandwich-Belt conveyor. 

 

Though elevating the muck was never the 

problem, scraping the belts clean proved 

challenging. Field adjustments, including 

by the manufacturer’s representative did 

not sufficiently improve their 

performance. Ultimately these were 

replaced with better scrapers that did 

clean the belts. The successful scrapers 

have individually sprung blades with 

positive attack angle. They have 

sufficient range of motion to follow the 

belt’s dirty surface. This is especially 

important at the top belt as its surface is 

deflected upward at the middle by the 

material load. 

 

The changes and adjustments mentioned 

greatly improved the Sandwich-Belt 

operation and it continues operating without interruption. Production and material flow problems continued at the 

TBM, especially at the inclined section of the discharge conveyor where globs of wet clay tended to slide and 

stagnate. With our customer, we observed that the design capacity of the vertical Dos Santos Sandwich units was not 

being challenged.  We thus took advantage of the VFD speed control and reduced the operating speed from 3 m/s to 

2.4 m/s (from 50 Hz to 40 Hz). This proved to handle the production very well while reducing the wear and tear 

associated with belt speed.                   

 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

Despite the long tradition of pocket belts for vertical muck haulage from TBMs, the distinct advantage of Sandwich-

Belt high angle conveyors was recognized and specified exclusively at The Paris Metro Expansion. This writing 

documented the success in the face of a most adverse material. There have been other projects that have followed 

suit and have specified Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors for the elevating duties when the material is especially 

sticky. With the remaining work at the Paris Metro Expansion and the others that have followed suit, the opportunity 

now presents itself for a quantum leap in Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors at construction and tunneling 

projects, especially for the high volumes produced by the largest TBMs.  

 

Future Direction, Vertical Continuous Haulage 

 

The wide use of longwall systems in the 1980s required upgrading all of the underground conveyors to larger belt 

widths that could keep up with the longwall production. In deep coal mines, this resulted in choking the flow at the 

main haulage shafts where skip hoist systems could not meet the increased production requirements. This created 

opportunities for vertical high angle conveyors in the 1990s. Studies of that time developed single and multi-flight 

systems as alternates to the traditional skip hoist systems. These proved to easily handle the large throughput rates 

continuously through a mere conveyor-to-conveyor transfer chute, precluding the large terminal storage and feeding 

systems that are required for the skip hoist batch haulage systems. The economics are overwhelmingly in favor of 

the continuous haulage systems with Sandwich-Belt high angle conveyors along the vertical shafts from 

underground. 

 

Figure 9 shows two variations of continuous vertical haulage from underground; Scheme-A and Scheme-B.  The 

original basis for these schemes is an underground nickel/copper mine with a net vertical lift to surface of 1381 m. 

 

Scheme-A consists of eight (8) main sandwich conveyors along the main vertical shaft and seven (7) small 

connecting sandwich conveyors at excavated pockets. A main shaft of 7 meters finished diameter is able to 

accommodate the haulage system as well as all mine equipment access. The continuous vertical haulage system 

Figure 8. Muck in a bath from the TBM to the vertical 

Sandwich-Belt conveyor 
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Figure 9. Scheme-A and
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